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Abstract. Auditory “oddball” event-related potentials (aoERPs), resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging
(rsfMRI) connectivity, and electroencephalographic (rsEEG) rhythms were tested as longitudinal functional biomarkers
of prodromal Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Data were collected at baseline and four follow-ups at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months
in amnesic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) patients classified in two groups: “positive” (i.e., “prodromal AD”; n = 81)
or “negative” (n = 63) based on a diagnostic marker of AD derived from cerebrospinal samples (A�42/P-tau ratio). A linear
mixed model design was used to test functional biomarkers for Group, Time, and Group × Time effects adjusted by nuisance
covariates (only data until conversion to dementia was used). Functional biomarkers that showed significant Group effects
(“positive” versus “negative”, p < 0.05) regardless of Time were 1) reduced rsfMRI connectivity in both the default mode
network (DMN) and the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), both also giving significant Time effects (connectivity decay
regardless of Group); 2) increased rsEEG source activity at delta (<4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) rhythms and decreased source
activity at low-frequency alpha (8–10.5 Hz) rhythms; and 3) reduced parietal and posterior cingulate source activities of
aoERPs. Time × Group effects showed differential functional biomarker progression between groups: 1) increased rsfMRI
connectivity in the left parietal cortex of the DMN nodes, consistent with compensatory effects and 2) increased limbic
source activity at theta rhythms. These findings represent the first longitudinal characterization of functional biomarkers of
prodromal AD relative to “negative” aMCI patients based on 5 serial recording sessions over 2 years.
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INTRODUCTION29

The International Working Group has recently30

made a useful distinction between diagnostic and31

topographical biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease32

(AD) for research applications in patients with33

amnesic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) due to34

the prodromal manifestation of the pathology [1].35

Diagnostic biomarkers were defined as those mea-36

suring in vivo intrinsic pathophysiological variables37

characterizing neurobiologically AD, namely amy-38

loid deposition and neurofibrillary tangles in the39

brain. They are expected to be present at all stages40

of the disease, are observable even in the preclini-41

cal asymptomatic state, are not necessarily correlated42

with disease severity, and are indicated for inclusion43

of AD patients in clinical trial protocols. Diagnos-44

tic biomarkers include low doses of A�1–42 and high45

doses of total tau (T-tau) or phospho-tau (P-tau) in46

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or evidence of significant47

amyloid deposition and tau aggregation in the brain48

in maps of positron emission tomography (PET) [2].49

In contrast, topographic or progression biomark-50

ers may not be specific of AD neuropathology or51

absent in early disease stages, but they can be very52

useful to monitor the progression of the disease in53

the brain and may be related to the kind and severity54

of cognitive deficits [1]. Progression markers include55

hippocampal atrophy or cortical thickness, assessed56

by structural MRI, and cortical hypometabolism57

in posterior cingulate, parietal, temporal, and hip-58

pocampal regions, measured by FDG-PET [1]. Of59

note, these topographic biomarkers are limited in the60

sense that they do not directly measure brain amyloid61

deposition and neurofibrillary tangles in AD patients,62

so they cannot be used as primary neuropathological63

endpoints in the evaluation of AD-modifying agents.64

Promising candidates as topographic markers65

of AD are those reflecting functional aspects of66

brain neurotransmission, neural synchronization, and67

connectivity, as human cognition is the result of68

collective and coordinated processes within brain69

networks such as segregation and integration of cel-70

lular signaling [3–5]. In this line, functional MRIs71

accompanying a resting state condition in quiet wake-72

fulness (rsfMRI) can be used for the computation73

of temporal correlations of blood oxygenation level74

dependent (BOLD) signals between voxels belong-75

ing to brain regions as a biomarker of intrinsic (not76

related to events) functional connectivity between77

those regions [6, 7]. Among various cerebral neural78

networks emerging from such rsfMRI analysis, the79

default mode network (DMN) is of interest for clin- 80

ical applications to AD research, being non-invasive 81

and repeatable over time even in patients with sev- 82

eral cognitive deficits. Previous rsfMRI studies have 83

shown that this network includes nodes in posterior 84

and anterior cingulate areas, angular gyri, occipital, 85

and parietotemporal regions [8]. In the resting state 86

condition, the intrinsic DMN functional connectiv- 87

ity may be associated with specific self-related and 88

internal processes that can be parcellated into several 89

sub-classes including self-awareness or “mental self” 90

[9, 10] (defined as the conscious ability of reflect- 91

ing/monitoring about one’s sense of self regarding 92

one’s abilities, traits, and attitudes that guides behav- 93

iors, choices, and social interactions), self-reflective 94

thought [11, 12], stimulus-independent thoughts [13], 95

mind-wandering [14], introspection [15], integra- 96

tion of cognitive processes [16], and considering the 97

thoughts and perspectives of others [17–19]. 98

Other candidate topographic biomarkers of AD 99

derive from electroencephalographic (EEG) tech- 100

niques, which are noninvasive, cost-effective, and can 101

be repeated several times along disease progression 102

without learning effects affecting paradigms using 103

tasks. When compared to fMRI and FDG-PET, EEG 104

techniques recording scalp potentials have a modest 105

spatial resolution of some centimeters but a very high 106

temporal resolution (milliseconds); that temporal res- 107

olution is ideal to investigate cortical EEG rhythms 108

at different frequency bands within about 1–40 Hz 109

during a resting state condition (i.e., resting state 110

EEG, rsEEG) and quick brain dynamics reflected by 111

positive and negative voltage peaks within tens to 112

hundreds of milliseconds in response to cognitive- 113

motor events challenging attention, short episodic 114

memory, and sensorimotor integration (i.e., event- 115

related potentials, ERPs). A popular ERP paradigm 116

used to investigate temporal dynamics of neural syn- 117

chronization underpinning cognitive processes is the 118

auditory oddball task [20]. In such a paradigm, sub- 119

jects are administrated a sequence of sensory stimuli 120

of two classes, namely those with high (e.g., 80%) 121

and low (e.g., 20%) probability to occur, with the 122

instruction to pay attention and react (e.g., hand 123

motor responses or mental stimulus) only to the rare 124

ones considered as “targets” [21]. The extraction of 125

variables of interest from rsEEG and ERPs requires 126

different procedures of data analysis and source 127

estimation, mainly based on frequency (rsEEG) 128

and time (ERP) domains [22]. Derived rsEEG/ERP 129

biomarkers may reflect synchronization and con- 130

nectivity between large populations of cortical 131
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pyramidal neurons during resting state or cognitive132

tasks [22].133

Previous studies have shown that compared to134

control seniors, patients with aMCI and dementia135

due to AD were characterized by increased rsEEG136

power density at delta (<4 Hz) and theta (4–7 Hz) fre-137

quency bands in widespread cortical regions as well138

as decreased rsEEG power density at alpha (8–13 Hz)139

and beta (14–30 Hz) frequency bands in central and140

posterior cortical regions [22–32]. Concerning the141

oddball paradigm, these patients were characterized142

by ERP peak latency increase, amplitude decrease,143

and abnormal topography in a late ample positive144

component (i.e., P3b). Specifically, P3b peaks at145

about 300–400 ms from the onset of rare (20–30%146

of probability) auditory or visual stimuli [33–38].147

As topographic biomarkers of progression, these148

rsEEG/ERP readouts pointed to increased abnormal-149

ities in delta/alpha rhythms and P3b peak in aMCI150

and AD patients with dementia at about 1-year fol-151

low up [27, 28, 34, 36]. These effects were typically152

discussed in relationship to death of cortical neurons,153

axonal pathology, and cholinergic neurotransmission154

deficits [29, 39–45].155

Linear Mixed Models (R-package lme4) were156

used as statistical tests as they allow the use of157

individual longitudinal data sets even when some158

recording sessions are missing in the series (e.g., for159

technical failures or patients’ problems). The men-160

tioned findings motivate the evaluation of rsfMRI161

and rsEEG/P3b as topographic biomarkers sensi-162

tive to prodromal (MCI) and dementia stages of163

AD. This process needs to overcome the following164

methodological limitations of typical multi-centric165

longitudinal studies: 1) retrospective nature, 2) the166

use of few recording sessions over time (mostly167

a baseline and a 1-year follow up) subjected to168

the confounding effect of disease onset and trajec-169

tories in aMCI patients, 3) the lack of a careful170

characterization of aMCI due to AD as cognitive171

profile (only one test of episodic memory) and pos-172

itivity to standard diagnostic biomarkers of AD,173

and 4) the absence of a control group of aMCI174

patients not due to AD with expected different dis-175

ease evolution over time. The European, prospective,176

multi-centric study entitled “PharmaCog - E-ADNI”177

(http://www.pharmacog.org) addressed such limita-178

tions. In the PharmaCog study, 147 aMCI patients179

were screened as APOE genotyping and AD diagnos-180

tic markers of CSF and followed longitudinally with181

clinical, neuropsychological, MRI, rsEEG/ERP, and182

blood markers for 24 months. The aMCI patients were183

separated into two sub-groups, namely those “pos- 184

itive” (i.e., prodromal AD) and “negative” to CSF 185

diagnostic markers of AD (i.e., statistical thresholds 186

for A�42/P-tau ratio based on APOE �4 carrier sta- 187

tus [49]). Preparatory PharmaCog studies described 188

the successful multisite MRI harmonization efforts 189

[46–51] and the characterization of the “positive” 190

and “negative” aMCI subjects as neuropsychologi- 191

cal, MRI (i.e., hippocampal atrophy, morphometry, 192

and diffusion), and rsEEG/ERP at the baseline stage 193

[23, 52, 53]. 194

This article is part of a Mini Forum on Phar- 195

maCog matrix of biomarkers of prodromal AD in 196

patients with aMCI, which is based on four papers 197

published in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease. The 198

specific aim of this article is to evaluate longitudi- 199

nal functional topographical biomarkers derived from 200

rsfMRI and rsEEG/ERP data in a population of aMCI 201

enrolled in the PharmaCog project and test if these 202

markers can differentiate the group of the “positive” 203

aMCI patients with prodromal AD from the “nega- 204

tive” aMCI subgroup during a time window of 24 205

months with 5 serial recordings 6 months apart. A 206

linear mixed model adjusted by nuisance covariates 207

was used to investigate those functional biomarkers 208

in terms of Group (“positive” versus “negative” dif- 209

ferences regardless of time), Time (temporal effects 210

regardless of Group effects), and Time × Group fixed 211

effects (differential progression between the two sub- 212

groups). In the experimental design, the observation 213

time (i.e., 24 months) was expected to account for 214

possible different disease stages in the “positive” 215

and “negative” aMCI patients, while the “negative” 216

aMCI patients were used as a control subgroup. 217

This allowed dissociating, at least in part, cogni- 218

tive impairment and functional biomarker differences 219

between prodromal and non-prodromal AD in the 220

aMCI subgroups. For sample homogeneity, the statis- 221

tical design included aMCI data only until conversion 222

to dementia. 223

MATERIALS AND METHODS 224

Participants, clinical exams, and 225

neuropsychological tests 226

Participants’ demographics, clinical, and neu- 227

ropsychological data have been described in recent 228

PharmaCog studies [23, 52, 53]. Briefly, 147 aMCI 229

patients were enrolled in 13 European memory clinics 230

of the Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) Pharma- 231

Cog project (http://www.pharmacog.org). Follow-up 232

http://www.pharmacog.org
http://www.pharmacog.org
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examinations were performed every 6 months for at233

least 2 years or until patient progressed to clinical234

dementia. The main inclusion/exclusion criteria were235

1) age between 55 and 90 years; 2) complaints of236

memory loss by the patient, confirmed by a family237

relative; 3) Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)238

score of 24 and higher; 4) overall Clinical Dementia239

Rating score of 0.5; 5) score on the logical memory240

test lower than 1 standard deviation from the age-241

adjusted mean; 6) 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale242

score of 5 or lower; and 7) absence of significant other243

neurologic, systemic or psychiatric illness.244

Functional MRI data245

The multi-site 3T rsfMRI acquisition and analysis246

protocols have been described in recent studies from247

the PharmaCog project, also demonstrating high test-248

retest reproducibility across the Consortium with the249

use of harmonized MRI acquisition protocols [48,250

49]. Briefly, 13 European clinical sites equipped with251

3.0T scanners used a harmonized MRI acquisition252

protocol that included structural 3D T1 images [48]253

and resting state echo-planar imaging (EPI) sessions254

using manufacturer-provided sequences [49]. This255

resulted in a sample of 882 rsfMRI datasets (147256

subjects, 6 sessions per subject).257

Standard brain data preprocessing was performed258

using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) run-259

ning under Matlab R2012a (The MathWorks, Inc.,260

Natick MA, USA) and code developed in-house [49].261

The main focus of the analysis of rsfMRI data was262

the functional connectivity within the nodes of DMN,263

which is expected to be reduced in the early stages264

of AD [23, 54–57]. In this line, DMN nodes of265

interest for this study were the following: medial266

prefrontal cortex (MFC), bilateral precuneus and pos-267

terior cingulate cortex (PCC), and inferior left and268

right parietal cortex (LPC and RPC, respectively). We269

also included the left attention frontal-parietal (LFP)270

network given its potential role in memory cogni-271

tive reserve [23, 58]. The anatomical characteristics272

of the DMN and LFP regions and the data analysis273

procedure are reported in previous methodological274

study of the Consortium [49]. In brief, Group Inde-275

pendent component analysis (ICA) was performed276

using 10 spatial components on the concatenated data277

from each MRI site followed by back-reconstruction278

[59] to derive the single session DMN and atten-279

tion LFP network from each subject [49]. DMN280

regions-of-interest (ROIs) for functional connectiv-281

ity measurements were obtained by thresholding at282

z > 4 the aggregate DMN site component [49]. For 283

each participant and session, this analysis yielded the 284

average connectivity z-score within the whole DMN, 285

LFP, and also considering separately each one of the 286

separate nodes within the DMN (PCC, LPC, RPC, 287

and MFC) [49]. These z-scores were used as func- 288

tional connectivity measures and were the rsfMRI 289

dependent variables in the statistical analyses. 290

The statistical analyses considered also two MRI- 291

related nuisance regressors for each session, the 292

white matter temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR), 293

given its high variability across sites mostly driven 294

by hardware differences [49], and the median head 295

movement. 296

EEG data 297

Recordings of rsEEG (eyes-closed and -open; 298

n = 126) and auditory “oddball” ERPs (n = 125) were 299

performed by commercial digital EEG systems in 300

the Clinical Units of the PharmaCog Consortium 301

(see more details in [52]). A minimum of 19 scalp 302

electrodes was positioned according to the inter- 303

national 10–20 montage system and referenced to 304

linked earlobes or cephalic reference according to 305

the constraints of the local EEG systems. Ground 306

electrode was placed over the scalp, according to 307

the local standard of the Clinical Units. To mon- 308

itor eye movements and blinking, bipolar vertical 309

and horizontal electrooculograms (EOGs; 0.3–70 Hz 310

bandpass) were simultaneously recorded. Further- 311

more, a standard electrocardiographic (EKG) channel 312

was also recorded by a monopolar V6 derivation to 313

remove possible EKG artifacts from EEG data. All 314

electrophysiological data were digitized in continu- 315

ous recording mode (from 128 to 1000 Hz sampling 316

rate according to the constraints of the local EEG 317

systems). To minimize drowsiness and sleep onset, 318

the duration of the rsEEG recordings was established 319

subject-by-subject from at least 3 minutes to a maxi- 320

mum 5 minutes for each condition (i.e., eyes closed, 321

eyes open). 322

The rsEEG and ERP data were segmented and 323

analyzed offline in consecutive 2-s and 3-s epochs, 324

respectively. Artifactual epochs were identified using 325

a computerized home-made automatic software pro- 326

cedure [60], confirmed by two EEG experts (CDP, 327

RL), and then eliminated. Artefact-free rsEEG 328

epochs recorded during eyes open condition were 329

used to control the expected reactivity of alpha 330

rhythms as a sign of good quality of rsEEG record- 331

ings. Artifact-free rsEEG epochs recorded during 332

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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eyes open condition were used as an input for the333

analysis of EEG power density spectrum and corti-334

cal source estimation. Concerning ERPs, artifact-free335

ERP epochs related to frequent and rare stimuli were336

averaged separately to form individual ERPs for337

those two classes of auditory stimuli. The latency338

of the posterior P3b peak following rare stimuli was339

measured at the Pz electrode and used as a latency340

reference for further analysis. Based on that latency341

peak, voltage amplitude was measured at all scalp342

electrodes in both ERPs related to rare stimuli and343

those related to frequent stimuli. For ERP source344

estimation, individual P3b peak potential distribution345

was computed according to a standard procedure as346

the subtraction of P3b peak voltage for the rare stim-347

uli minus the potential distribution for the frequent348

stimuli at the same latency.349

Official exact low-resolution brain electromag-350

netic tomography (eLORETA) freeware [61] was351

used for the estimation of cortical sources of the352

rsEEG and P3b peak data in a standard brain atlas353

[61]. This option made the present results replicable354

by anyone. However, more realistic brain mod-355

els may ensure more accurate source localizations356

(e.g., see [62–64]. eLORETA estimated the follow-357

ing rsEEG/P3b peak markers: 1) activity of global and358

regional (i.e., frontal, central, parietal, occipital, tem-359

poral, and limbic lobes as defined in the eLORETA360

brain atlas [61]) normalized cortical (eLORETA)361

sources of rsEEG rhythms for delta (2–4 Hz), theta362

(4–7 Hz), alpha 1 (8–10.5 Hz), delta/alpha 1, and363

theta/alpha 1 bands, as indexes of cortical neural syn-364

chronization; and (2) activity of cortical sources of365

posterior parietal (i.e., Brodmann areas 5, 7, 39, and366

40) and posterior cingulate (Brodmann areas 31 and367

23) regions generating P3b peak voltage, as an index368

of cortical neural synchronization related to attention369

and short-term auditory episodic memory.370

Patients’ classification in prodromal AD and371

control aMCI patients372

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the aMCI373

patients were classified into two subgroups named374

“positive” (i.e., prodromal AD) and “negative” aMCI375

based on the results of a Mixture Linear Model with376

the p sets at <0.05 [65]. This Model determined the377

existence of one or more Gaussian populations of378

aMCI subjects based on the frequency distributions379

of CSF A�42/P-tau levels in the baseline recordings.380

According to this Model, the aMCI patients were381

denoted as “positive” aMCI (i.e., prodromal AD) with382

CSF A�42/P-tau levels lower than 15.2 for APOE 383

�4 carriers and 8.9 for APOE �4 non-carriers. The 384

remaining aMCI patients were denoted as “negative” 385

aMCI. 386

Statistical analysis 387

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 388

software for descriptive statistics and R software 389

(A language and environment for statistical comput- 390

ing, version 3.4.1) for the computation of Mixture 391

and Linear Mixed Models. Characteristics of the 392

aMCI participants at the baseline recordings were 393

assessed by parametric t-tests (or corresponding non- 394

parametric Mann-Whitney) for continuous Gaussian 395

(or non-Gaussian) distributed variables (p < 0.05) and 396

by Chi-square tests for categorical data (p < 0.05). 397

Linear Mixed Models (R-package lme4) were used 398

as statistical tests as they allow the use of individ- 399

ual longitudinal data sets even when some recording 400

sessions are missing in the series (e.g., for techni- 401

cal failures or patients’ problems). Specifically, these 402

models evaluated whether rsfMRI and rsEEG/ERP 403

functional topographic biomarkers can differentiate 404

a “positive” aMCI (prodromal AD) subgroup rela- 405

tive to a “negative” aMCI subgroup over 24 months. 406

Furthermore, two different types of Linear Mixed 407

Models were used with all available values of the 408

rsfMRI, rsEEG/P3b peak, and clinical variables in the 409

whole aMCI cohort. In the Models, the fixed effect 410

Group included the two subgroups of “positive” and 411

“negative” aMCI patients, while the fixed effect Time 412

included the values of rsfMRI, rsEEG/P3b peak, and 413

ADAScog13 for baseline recordings and follow-ups 414

at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months. The aMCI patients even- 415

tually progressing to dementia were no more called 416

for subsequent follow ups in order to have a relatively 417

homogeneous sample of data relative to aMCI condi- 418

tion. Random intercept and random slope across the 419

variables were used as random effects in the Models 420

to account for individual differences in the biomark- 421

ers and ADAScog13 values at baseline as well as for 422

individual changes of those variables across all aMCI 423

patients over follow-ups. All Models were adjusted 424

for age, sex, and education. The output of the Linear 425

Mixed Models was presented in terms of standard- 426

ized � coefficient, corresponding p-value and, for the 427

interaction factor only, effect size (pseudo h2) calcu- 428

lated as ratio of explained variability of interaction 429

effect on total variability of each model. 430

The first Linear Mixed Models of rsfMRI and 431

EEG biomarkers were conducted with Time, Group, 432
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Table 1
Clinical and socio-demographic features of amnesic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI)

patients receiving resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging recordings
(rsfMRI) in the present study. Patients were stratified into cerebrospinal (CSF)
A�42/P-tau “positive” and “negative” according to APOE4-specific cut-offs

for carriers and non-carriers of APOE4 genotyping. See Methods section
for more details

“Negative” aMCI “Positive” aMCI pa

(n = 63) (n = 81)

Age, mean (Standard Deviation, SD) 68.3 (8.4) 69.8 (6.3) 0.2
Sex, F/M, No. 36/27 46/35 1
Education, mean (SD) 10.0 (4.3) 11.1 (4.4) 0.1
APOE �4 carriers, No. (%) 3 (5) 63 (78) <0.001
MMSE score, mean (SD) 27.1 (1.8) 26.2 (1.8) 0.006
ADAS-cog13, mean (SD)b,c 19.1 (5.9) 21.6 (8.1) 0.052
CSF biomarkers, mean (SD, pg/ml)

A�42 949 (244) 495 (132) <0.001
P-Tau 47 (15) 84 (38) <0.001
T-tau 301 (149) 614 (394) <0.001

aAssessed by ANOVA (for continuous Gaussian distributed variables) or Kruskall-Wallis
with Dunn correction (for continuous non-Gaussian distributed variables) and Chi-square
tests (for categorical variables). bRange 0–85, with 0 as the best score. cInformation was
missing for 1 patient. MMSE, Mini-Mental State Evaluation; SD, standard deviation;
ADAS-cog13, Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale, version 13; A�42,
amyloid-�; APOE, apolipoprotein E; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; P-tau, tau phosphorylated at
threonine 181; T-tau, total tau; SD, standard deviation.

and Time × Group interaction as fixed effects. The433

rsfMRI biomarkers were adjusted also for median434

head motion and white matter tSNR. The main435

interest was focused on functional biomarkers (i.e.,436

rsfMRI, rsEEG/P3b peak) associated with the Group437

effects (regardless of Time), Time effects (regardless438

of Group), and the Time × Group interaction (the dif-439

ferential progression of the positive aMCI subgroup440

relative to the negative aMCI subgroup). Specifi-441

cally, the Group effect showed functional biomarkers442

distinguishing the two subgroups of aMCI patients443

regardless the Time effect, while the Group × Time444

interaction unveiled those biomarkers characterizing445

the disease progression over-time in the “positive”446

aMCI subgroup (i.e., prodromal AD).447

The second Linear Mixed Models of rsfMRI and448

EEG biomarkers tested if those functional biomark-449

ers (independent variable) and Time effects predicted450

cognitive decline over time in the aMCI subgroups451

as revealed by ADAS-cog13 scores (dependent vari-452

able).453

RESULTS454

PharmaCog aMCI patients’ features455

Diagnostic markers of CSF and APOE genotypes456

were available in 144 out of 147 aMCI patients of457

the PharmaCog/E-ADNI cohort, thus the final data458

analyses were performed in 144 patients. The main 459

demographic and clinical characteristics of these 460

144 aMCI patients are reported in Table 1. All of 461

them underwent rsfMRI acquisitions, while a slightly 462

smaller group underwent to rsEEG/ERP recordings 463

(n = 126 patients). The main demographic and clini- 464

cal characteristics of them are reported in Table 2. In 465

both Tables, as mentioned above, the aMCI patients 466

were aggregated in subgroups based on the baseline 467

A�42, phospho-tau (P-tau), and total tau (T-tau) val- 468

ues in the CSF as a function of APOE genotype [65]. 469

The two aMCI subgroups were defined according to 470

a standard diagnostic marker of AD in CSF sam- 471

ples (A�42/P-tau ratio; [1]), based on the results of a 472

Linear Mixture Model [49]. 473

Table 3 reports the number of aMCI patients who 474

converted to AD or other non-AD pathologies during 475

the PharmaCog study. The “negative” aMCI patient 476

group did not present conversions to dementia due to 477

AD within 24 months, but presented 2–3% of con- 478

versions to dementia due to non-AD pathologies at 479

12-month follow up and 4–5% at 24-month follow 480

up. In contrast, the “positive” aMCI patients (i.e., 481

prodromal AD) showed 11% of conversion to demen- 482

tia due to AD at 12-month follow up, 27–29% at 483

24-month-follow up, and no conversion to dementia 484

due to non-AD pathologies within 24 months. These 485

features are compatible with the use of 1 SD as a 486

threshold of memory deficits in the present inclusion 487
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Table 2
Clinical and socio-demographic features of aMCI patients undergone to resting state

electroencephalographic (rsEEG) and event-related potential (ERP) recordings in
the present study. These patients, a subgroup of those described in Table 1,
were stratified into CSF A�42/P-tau “positive” and “negative” according

to APOE4-specific cut-offs for carriers and non-carriers of APOE4
genotyping. See Methods section for more details

“Negative” aMCI “Positive” aMCI pa

(n = 54) (n = 72)

Age, mean (Standard Deviation, SD) 68.5 (8.5) 69.9 (6.0) 0.2
Sex, F/M, No. 30/24 42/30 0.8
Education, mean (SD) 9.9 (4.1) 11.0 (4.5) 0.2
APOE �4 carriers, No. (%) 3.7% 77.8% <0.001
MMSE, mean (SD) 26.3 (2.2) 25.2 (2.2) 0.01
ADAS-cog13, mean (SD) b 20.2 (6.8) 23.1 (7.7) 0.04
CSF biomarkers, mean (SD, pg/ml)

A�42 932 (253) 500 (132) <0.001
P-tau 47 (15) 84 (36) <0.001
T-tau 297 (151) 600 (316) <0.001

aAssessed by ANOVA (for continuous Gaussian distributed variables) or Kruskal-Wallis
with Dunn correction (for continuous non-Gaussian distributed variables) and Chi-square
tests (for categorical variables). bRange 0–85, with 0 as the best score. ADAS-cog13,
Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale, version 13; A�42, amyloid-�;
APOE, Apolipoprotein E; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; P-tau, tau phosphorylated at threonine
181; T-tau, total tau; SD, standard deviation.

Table 3
Number of patients who converted from aMCI to dementia due to AD and other pathologies. These patients

were stratified into CSF A�42/P-tau “positive” and “negative” according to APOE4-specific cut-offs
for carriers and non-carriers of APOE4 genotyping. See Methods section for more details

aMCI patients with rsfMRI recordings
CSF A�42/P-tau “negative” CSF A�42/P-tau “positive”

aMCI group aMCI group

n 63 81
Converted in AD (12 months) 0.0% (n = 0) 11.1% (n = 9)
Converted in AD (24 months) 0.0% (n = 0) 27.2% (n = 22)
Converted in other dementias (12 months) 3.2% (n = 2) 0.0% (n = 0)
Converted in other dementias (24 months) 4.8% (n = 3) 0.0% (n = 0)

aMCI patients with rsEEG/ERP recordings
CSF A�42/P-tau “negative” CSF A�42/P-tau “positive”

aMCI group aMCI group

n 54 72
Converted in AD (12 months) 0.0% (n = 0) 11.1% (n = 8)
Converted in AD (24 months) 0.0% (n = 0) 29.2% (n = 21)
Converted in other dementias (12 months) 1.9% (n = 1) 0.0% (n = 0)
Converted in other dementias (24 months) 3.7% (n = 2) 0.0% (n = 0)

criteria [51]. As expected, a substantial percentage of488

the “positive” aMCI patients (i.e., prodromal AD) of489

the present study showed APOE �4 carriers (63%) in490

line with previous large studies in AD patients [50].491

rsfMRI measures of functional cortical492

connectivity in the PharmaCog aMCI patients493

Table 4 reports the results of a Linear Mixed494

Model showing the variance explained in rsfMRI495

measures of functional cortical connectivity by the496

fixed effects of Group (“positive” versus “negative” 497

group differences regardless of time), Time (temporal 498

differences regardless of group), and Time × Group 499

interaction (differential progression across groups) 500

in aMCI patients (PharmaCog population described 501

in Table 3) over the observation time (24 months, 5 502

recording session 6 months apart). 503

Concerning Group and Time, rsfMRI functional 504

connectivity in both the DMN and PCC showed sig- 505

nificant effects (p < 0.05). Specifically, Time effects 506

in DMN and PCC showed a global reduction of 507
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Table 4
Resting state fMRI nodes showing significant functional connectivity effects explained by a Linear Mixed Model of

longitudinal changes (baseline, 6, 12, 18, 24 months follow ups) in aMCI patients stratified into two groups
(“positive” as prodromal AD and “negative” as a control group)

rsfMRI
connectivity
measure

Group Time Time × Group

Std � p Std � p Std � p

PCC –0,296 0,001 –0,089 0,040 –0,053 0,500
LPC 0,167 0,080 –0,063 0,130 0,186 0,013
DMN –0,228 0,010 –0,101 0,015 0,012 0,877
LFP –0,002 0,987 –0,131 0,011 0,030 0,747

The model included Group (A�42/P-tau ratio), Time, and Time × Group interaction as main predictors of interest
adjusted by age, sex, baseline MMSE score, temporal signal-to-noise ratio, and mean fractional head displacement
as nuisance variables. Significant (p < 0.05) fixed effects are emphasized in bold. DMN, default mode network
(all nodes); PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; LPC, inferior left parietal cortex; LFP, left attention frontal-parietal
network; Std �, standardized � coefficient of Linear Mixed Model.

functional cortical connectivity over time regard-508

less of Group (DMN: p = 0.01, Std �=–0.1; PCC:509

p = 0.05, Std �=–0.09), reflecting the progressing510

impairment of that functional cortical connectivity511

in the general relation with the worsening of cogni-512

tive performance. Furthermore, both DMN and PCC513

functional connectivity measures also exhibited a sig-514

nificant Group effect pointing to reduced functional515

cortical connectivity in the “positive” aMCI subgroup516

(i.e., prodromal AD) compared with the “negative”517

aMCI subgroup regardless of Time (DMN: p = 0.01,518

Std �=–0.2; PCC: p = 0.001, Std �=–0.3), reflect-519

ing the greater impairment of that functional cortical520

connectivity in the former than the latter subgroup.521

Figure 1 (upper diagrams) illustrates these Group and522

Time effects of functional connectivity in PCC. The523

plot displays the mean modeled connectivity in the524

two subgroups of aMCI patients over the 5 recording525

sessions. The profile of DMN changes is very similar526

(results not shown). As it can be seen in Fig. 1 for527

PCC, the functional connectivity decay in the time528

interval of the study is similar in both subgroups,529

which is consistent with the finding of no significant530

Time × Group interactions in DMN and PCC.531

Interestingly, only functional cortical connectivity532

in the LPC node showed a significant Time × Group533

interaction, indicating an increase of connectivity534

over time in the “positive” (i.e., prodromal AD) rel-535

ative to the “negative” aMCI subgroup (p = 0.01,536

Std � = 0.2). Figure 2 (upper diagram) illustrates the537

mean values of rsfMRI connectivity in LPC in the538

“positive” (i.e., prodromal AD) and “negative” aMCI539

subgroups over the 5 recording sessions.540

The attention LFP network showed no Group effect541

or Group × Time interaction (p > 0.05). Indeed, the542

only significant finding was a Time effect indicating543

a lower functional cortical connectivity over time in544

the LFP network in both “positive” and “negative” 545

aMCI subgroups (p = 0.01, Std � = –0.1). 546

RsEEG and ERP measures of cortical neural 547

synchronization in the PharmaCog aMCI 548

patients 549

Table 5 reports the results of a Linear Mixed 550

Model showing the variance explained in rsEEG 551

and ERP measures of cortical neural synchroniza- 552

tion (i.e., functional biomarkers) by the fixed effects 553

of Group (“positive” versus “negative” aMCI sub- 554

groups as defined by CSF A�42/P-tau ratio), Time, 555

and Time × Group interaction in the PharmaCog 556

aMCI patients over the observation time (24 months, 557

5 recording sessions 6 months apart). The main 558

interest was focused on the significant Group and 559

Time × Group interaction effects (p < 0.05). 560

Concerning the significant Group effect, 13 rsEEG 561

biomarkers showed higher cortical source activa- 562

tion in the “positive” (i.e., prodromal AD) over the 563

“negative” aMCI subgroup (p < 0.05) for frequency 564

bands and ratios (e.g., delta, theta, delta/alpha1, and 565

theta/alpha1) typically associated with abnormally 566

high values in AD patients. The strongest statistical 567

effects were found on global cortical sources of delta 568

rsEEG rhythms (p = 0.005, Std � = 0.3) and limbic 569

cortical sources of theta rsEEG rhythms (p = 0.004, 570

Std � = 0.3). This effect was independent of Time 571

(i.e., the 5 recording sessions). In the same line, two 572

auditory “oddball” ERP biomarkers also pointed to 573

significant Group effects regardless of Time (e.g., P3b 574

peak as difference between ERPs associated with rare 575

minus frequent stimuli). Compared to the “negative” 576

aMCI subgroup, the “positive” aMCI subgroup (i.e., 577

prodromal AD) pointed to lower cortical source acti- 578

vation of P3b peak in posterior parietal (p = 0.005, 579
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal profile of functional topographical biomark-
ers showing significant Group effects regardless of time (p < 0.05).
Patients were stratified in two amnesic mild cognitive impairment
(aMCI) subgroups: A�42/P-tau “positive” (red) as prodromal AD
as an experimental subgroup and A�42/P-tau “negative” (green)
as a control subgroup. Mean (±standard error of the mean, SEM)
model values are shown from 5 recording sessions starting at
time zero (baseline) and 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month follow-ups.
Top: resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI)
functional connectivity measures in the precuneus and posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC) of the DMN. Of note, functional rsfMRI
connectivity in both PCC and global default mode network (DMN;
not shown) gave a similar pattern of significant Group effects
(connectivity reduction in “positive” group regardless of time)
and Time effects (functional decay in Time regardless of Group,
p < 0.05). Middle: Mean (±standard error of the mean, SEM)
values of global cortical sources of resting state electroencephalo-
graphic (rsEEG) rhythms at delta frequency band (<4 Hz). Bottom:
mean (±SEM) values of parietal cortical sources of auditory “odd-
ball” event-related potentials (ERPs) peaking at about 400 ms (P3b
peak) post-stimulus following rare minus frequent stimuli in those
groups.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal profile of functional topographical biomark-
ers showing significant Time × Group effects (p < 0.05). Patients
were stratified in two aMCI groups: A�42/P-tau “positive” (red)
as prodromal AD and A�42/P-tau “negative” (green) as a control
group. Mean (±standard error of the mean, SEM) model values are
shown from 5 recording session starting at time zero (baseline) and
6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month follow-ups. Time × Group effects show
differential progression in the two groups. Top: rsfMRI functional
connectivity measures in the left parietal cortex (LPC) of the DMN,
showing a progression towards increased connectivity in the “pos-
itive” aMCI subgroup relative to the “negative” aMCI subgroup.
Bottom. Mean (±SEM) values of cortical limbic sources of rsEEG
rhythms at theta frequency band (4–8 Hz), showing an increase in
cortical neural synchronization in the “positive” (i.e., prodromal
AD) subgroup relative to the “negative” aMCI control subgroup.

Std � = –0.3) and posterior cingulate (p = 0.004, Std 580

�=–0.2) regions. Figure 1 (lower diagrams) illustrates 581

the mean values of global cortical sources of delta 582

rsEEG rhythms and cortical source activation of P3b 583

peak in posterior parietal regions in the two subgroups 584

of PharmaCog aMCI patients over the 5 recording 585

sessions. 586
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Table 5
Resting state EEG and auditory oddball ERP measures showing significant cortical neural synchronization

effects explained by a Linear Mixed Model of longitudinal changes (baseline, 6, 12, 18, 24 months
follow ups) in aMCI patients stratified into two groups (“positive” as prodromal AD and

“negative” as a control group)

rsEEG/ERP
measures

Group Time Time × Group

Std � p Std � p Std � p

Central delta rsEEG 0.243 0.014 –0.031 0.515 0.124 0.165
Temporal delta
rsEEG

0.228 0.044 0.027 0.563 0.054 0.540

Limbic delta rsEEG 0.235 0.031 0.045 0.292 0.056 0.485
Global delta rsEEG 0.296 0.005 0.000 0.991 0.110 0.145
Limbic theta rsEEG 0.263 0.004 –0.017 0.633 0.138 0.046
LGlobal theta
rsEEG

0.232 0.020 –0.021 0.602 0.118 0.124

Parietal delta/alpha1
rsEEG

0.212 0.038 –0.056 0.159 0.107 0.156

Frontal theta/alpha1
rsEEG

0.201 0.045 0.003 0.950 0.059 0.513

Central theta/alpha1
rsEEG

0.266 0.009 –0.020 0.639 0.119 0.132

Occipital
theta/alpha1 rsEEG

0.188 0.049 –0.067 0.103 0.146 0.060

Temporal
theta/alpha1 rsEEG

0.234 0.016 –0.049 0.258 0.138 0.095

Limbic theta/alpha1
rsEEG

0.256 0.010 –0.013 0.756 0.134 0.088

Global theta/alpha1
rsEEG

0.246 0.013 –0.037 0.390 0.134 0.099

Parietal P3b peak –0.277 0.005 0.030 0.549 –0.162 0.085
Posterior cingulate
P3b peak

–0.250 0.017 0.031 0.598 –0.166 0.136

ERP component of interest was the P3b peak as difference between ERPs peaking about 400 ms post-stimulus asso-
ciated with rare minus frequent stimuli. The model included Group (A�42/P-tau ratio), Time, and Time × Group
interaction as main predictors of interest adjusted by age, sex and baseline MMSE score as nuisance variables.
Significant (p < 0.05) fixed effects are emphasized in bold. Std �, standardized � coefficient of the Linear Mixed
Model.

Concerning the Time × Group interaction (differ-587

ential progression between “positive” and “negative”588

subgroups of aMCI patients), only limbic sources589

of theta rsEEG rhythms showed a significant effect590

(p = 0.046, Std � = 0.1). Results pointed to a dif-591

ferential increase of activation in limbic sources592

of theta rhythms over time in the “positive” (i.e.,593

prodromal AD) compared to the “negative” aMCI594

subgroup (p < 0.05). Figure 2 (bottom) depicts the595

mean (±SEM) values of those sources in the two596

subgroups of aMCI patients over the 5 recording597

sessions.598

Correlation of rsfMRI and EEG markers with599

ADAS-cog13 score in the PharmaCog aMCI600

patients601

Linear Mixed Models were also used to test602

the correlation of rsfMRI and rsEEG/ERP func-603

tional biomarkers with ADAS-cog13 scores in the604

whole PharmaCog aMCI group (all CSF A�42/P- 605

tau “positive” and “negative” aMCI patients) and 606

only “positive” aMCI patients (i.e., prodromal AD). 607

These models were used to test whether those func- 608

tional biomarkers correlated with a steeper cognitive 609

decline over time (as assessed by ADAS-cog13 610

scores) in the “positive” (i.e., prodromal AD) than 611

“negative” aMCI subgroup. As expected, regardless 612

the kind of the functional biomarkers, the Time effect 613

explained an increase of ADAS-cog13 scores (i.e., 614

sign of reduced cognitive performance) in the whole 615

group of the aMCI patients over the observation time 616

(p < 0.001). 617

For rsfMRI biomarkers, the increase of ADAS- 618

cog13 score was significantly correlated with a reduc- 619

tion of functional cortical connectivity measured 620

in DMN (p < 0.003, whole aMCI group; p < 0.002, 621

CSF A�42/P-tau “positive” aMCI subgroup), PCC 622

(p < 0.004, whole aMCI group; p < 0.003, CSF 623

A�42/P-tau “positive” aMCI subgroup), and LFP 624
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network (p < 0.032, CSF A�42/P-tau “positive” aMCI625

subgroup).626

For rsEEG-ERP biomarkers, the increase of627

ADAS-cog13 score was significantly correlated with628

an increased activation (i.e., neural synchronization)629

of occipital sources of theta/alpha 1 rsEEG rhythms630

in the “positive” aMCI subgroup (i.e., prodromal AD;631

p = 0.041), these rhythms being typically augmented632

in magnitude in AD patients.633

As a control analysis, Linear Mixed Models634

were used for the study of the correlation between635

rsEEG/ERP functional biomarkers and ADAScog13636

score in all PharmaCog aMCI patients without the637

random intercept and random slope as random effects638

(namely, without removing the global whole group639

trend in the worsening of the ADAScog 13 scores640

over time). The Linear Mixed Models were adjusted641

for age, sex, and education. Results showed that642

many rsEEG (e.g., central delta, limbic delta, global643

delta, limbic theta, global theta, frontal theta/alpha 1,644

central theta/alpha 1, temporal theta/alpha 1, limbic645

theta/alpha 1, and occipital theta/alpha 1) and ERP646

(e.g., parietal and posterior cingulate cortex) func-647

tional biomarkers of cortical neural synchronization648

in the quiet wakefulness (rsEEG) and oddball cogni-649

tive task (ERPs) pointed to a significant correlation650

with ADAS-cog13 score measured over the 5 record-651

ing sessions (p < 0.001). This control finding remarks652

the substantial impact of the use of random intercept653

and random slope as random effects in the present654

Linear Mixed Models, thus unveiled the strict rela-655

tionship of the mentioned rsEEG and ERP readouts of656

cortical neural synchronization with the group wors-657

ening of the ADAScog 13 scores over time in the658

whole PharmaCog population of aMCI patients.659

DISCUSSION660

Functional topographic biomarkers are of inter-661

est because they may reflect early interactions662

between neuropathological alterations specific to663

prodromal AD (e.g., extracellular accumulation of664

A�1–42 and intracellular aggregation of P-tau in the665

brain) and the neurophysiological mechanisms of666

functional cortical connectivity and neural synchro-667

nization as measured by rsfMRI and EEG readouts,668

respectively. In the present longitudinal PharmaCog669

study, we evaluated rsfMRI and rsEEG/ERP func-670

tional topographic biomarkers to characterize those671

neurophysiological mechanisms in aMCI patients672

satisfying the recent diagnostic criteria of prodromal673

AD based on CSF biomarkers [1, 66], compared 674

with aMCI patients possibly due to other pathologies. 675

These patients were followed during a relatively long 676

observation period of 24 months. 677

Functional biomarkers Group effects 678

The Linear Mixed Models showed a fixed effect 679

of Group (“positive” versus “negative” aMCI sub- 680

groups) on both rsfMRI and EEG (i.e., rsEEG and 681

auditory “oddball” ERPs) topographic biomarkers 682

regardless of Time effects. From a general neurophys- 683

iological point of view, this finding suggests that the 684

prodromal AD group can be differentiated from the 685

non-prodromal aMCI group by intrinsic functional 686

connectivity and cortical neural synchronization dif- 687

ferences (i.e., at rest), as well as by synchronization 688

differences during the oddball task. 689

Concerning rsfMRI topographic biomarkers, func- 690

tional connectivity within the DMN, especially 691

within the PCC, was significantly lower in the “pos- 692

itive” (i.e., prodromal AD) than in the “negative” 693

aMCI subgroup regardless of Time effects, while no 694

group difference was observed in the attention LFP 695

network. This finding complements and extends to 696

the prodromal AD condition a large body of previous 697

rsfMRI evidence of cross-sectional studies pointing 698

to a selective disruption of functional connectivity 699

in DMN regions as possible early functional con- 700

sequences of amyloid-neurodegenerative cascade on 701

cortical systems underpinning resting state condition 702

and low vigilance in AD patients relative to cogni- 703

tively intact controls ([23, 67–73]; for review, see 704

[74]). As a novelty, the present finding showed a 705

selective disruption of functional connectivity within 706

DMN regions (no difference at an attention fron- 707

toparietal network) using a longitudinal study design 708

with several serial recording sessions and a relatively 709

large sample of aMCI patients suffering from pro- 710

dromal AD (n = 81) compared with control aMCI 711

patients not due to AD. Such a control group made 712

the present finding on prodromal AD independent 713

of patients’ cognitive grade (i.e., all patients suf- 714

fered from an aMCI condition), while the longitudinal 715

design with variable intercepts as random effects min- 716

imized the confound of patients’ disease stage in the 717

comparison of the two aMCI subgroups. The present 718

finding has also the robustness of international multi- 719

centric studies using harmonized and qualified MRI 720

scanners [49]. 721

On the whole, the design of the present study 722

overcomes the methodological limitations of typical 723
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cross-sectional studies comparing biomarkers in cog-724

nitively intact subjects and AD patients. Furthermore,725

it overcomes the methodological limitations of longi-726

tudinal studies just based on one follow up (typically727

after 1 year). On the other hand, some of the method-728

ological limitations of this study have been previously729

discussed [49]. In particular, the harmonization of730

the rsfMRI acquisitions across the 3T Consortium731

resulted in a common acquisition rate of TR = 2.7 s732

for full brain coverage. Full brain sub-second acqui-733

sition protocols [54] are possible with simultaneous734

multi-slice selection techniques, which are becom-735

ing more widely available as product sequences in736

clinical scanners and maybe preferable in future stud-737

ies. The use of higher temporal resolution protocols738

may improve not only the sensitivity and specificity739

of rsfMRI connectivity estimates but also enable the740

exploration of advanced markers of cortical network741

dynamics [76–78].742

The rsfMRI and rsEEG recordings of this study743

were not recorded simultaneously. However, the744

results from both modalities refer to a very similar745

patients’ psychophysiological condition as induced746

by instructions to the patients about the “resting state747

condition”, based on a shared standard operating748

procedure among the PharmaCog recording units.749

Indeed, lower/increased level of vigilance, directed750

attention, and global mental efforts during the resting751

state condition are clearly related to the brain activity752

reflected by the present rsfMRI and EEG variables753

[63, 79].754

Concerning rsEEG topographic biomarkers, the755

present Linear Mixed Models showed a fixed effect of756

Group (“positive” and “negative” aMCI) on several757

variables of interest. Compared with the “negative”758

aMCI subgroup, the “positive” (i.e., prodromal AD)759

aMCI subgroup exhibited lower posterior (parietal,760

occipital, temporal and limbic) source activity of761

the low-frequency alpha band (8–10.5 Hz) while762

widespread delta (<4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) source763

activity was higher. These results specify in source764

space and prodromal AD condition a bulk of pre-765

vious rsEEG evidence showing that AD patients766

with dementia are characterized by high power in767

widespread delta and theta rhythms, as well as low768

power in posterior alpha and/or beta (13–20 Hz)769

rhythms [25, 31, 32, 45, 80–82]. In temporal areas,770

delta power is also abnormally high in AD patients771

with dementia in relation to regional hypometabolism772

and memory deficits [83]. Furthermore, a short-773

term cholinergic regimen with acetylcholinesterase774

inhibitors partially normalizes theta [84], alpha [85],775

and delta [86] rhythms. In the same line, long-term 776

administration of the drug regimen shows beneficial 777

effects on theta and alpha/theta band ratio, especially 778

over the frontal areas [87, 88]. 779

Concerning ERP topographic biomarkers, the Lin- 780

ear Mixed Models showed a fixed effect of Group 781

(“positive” and “negative” aMCI) on P3b peak of 782

an auditory “oddball” paradigm. Compared with 783

the “negative” aMCI subgroup, the “positive” (i.e., 784

prodromal AD) aMCI subgroup pointed to lower pari- 785

etal and posterior cingulate source activities. These 786

findings extend to spatial source localization previ- 787

ous evidence showing that P3b peak amplitude at 788

scalp posterior electrodes was smaller in AD patients 789

than control seniors, as a possible dynamic neural 790

underpinning of abnormal attention and short-term 791

episodic memory information processes. However, 792

these findings did not replicate in the two aMCI 793

subgroups previous slowing of P3b peak latency in 794

aMCI and AD patients with dementia compared with 795

elderly control subjects, even across various “odd- 796

ball” task difficulties and stimulus modalities [37, 797

89–91]. Those effects were previously discussed as 798

related to AD pathology for visual and olfactory 799

modalities [20, 92]. In contrast, the present findings 800

would suggest that P3b peak latency may preferably 801

reflect physiological aging [93] and general deterio- 802

ration of cognitive performance across pathological 803

aging rather than specific processes of prodromal AD. 804

Functional biomarkers Time × Group effects: 805

Differential progression profiles 806

Here the Linear Mixed Models showed a signifi- 807

cant interaction between Time (5 recording sessions 808

6 months apart) and Group (“positive” and “nega- 809

tive” aMCI) on both rsfMRI and rsEEG biomarkers. 810

This interaction suggests that in an aMCI group, 811

differential progression profiles between prodromal 812

and non-prodromal AD may be captured by intrin- 813

sic functional connectivity (e.g., rsfMRI biomarkers) 814

and cortical neural synchronization (e.g., rsEEG 815

biomarkers). 816

Concerning rsfMRI biomarkers, we found that the 817

sensitivity to disease progression in aMCI patients 818

varies across cortical networks. Specifically, we 819

found that functional connectivity in the whole DMN, 820

PCC, and LFP were sensitive to short-term lon- 821

gitudinal decay both in the “positive” prodromal 822

AD and the “negative” (control) aMCI patients. 823

But these networks showed no significant differ- 824

ences in the progression of the connectivity profiles. 825
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Instead, functional connectivity in LPC exhibited826

significant differential effects, with increased func-827

tional connectivity over time faster in the “positive”828

(i.e., prodromal AD) relative to the “negative” aMCI829

subgroup. Again, this finding stressed the selective830

feature of this disruption of functional connectiv-831

ity within DMN regions as compared to the lack of832

effects in the attention frontoparietal network.833

Our longitudinal rsfMRI findings are in good834

agreement with previous evidence showing both cor-835

tical network impairment (connectivity reduction)836

and compensation (connectivity increase) effects in837

the DMN in aMCI subjects relative to control seniors,838

despite gray matter atrophy [54, 94–96]. Here we839

extend those results by confirming similar effects in840

prodromal AD relative to control aMCI subgroup.841

Further, the present findings showed a maximum842

sensitivity of rsfMRI LPC functional connectivity at843

2-year follow up, generally consistent with previous844

longitudinal rsfMRI studies considering baseline and845

2–3 year follow-up evaluations in groups of patients846

with AD dementia and aMCI [54–56, 96], the latter847

sometimes diagnosed only on clinical basis. Inter-848

estingly, the present lateralization in the left LPC849

of the effects of longitudinal disease progression in850

prodromal AD extends recent findings of a longitu-851

dinal rsfMRI study with two measurements 2 years852

apart in a small population of aMCI patients [95].853

Such previous study exhibited sensitivity of func-854

tional connectivity between left precuneus and other855

DMN nodes in accounting for the greater progres-856

sion of aMCI patients in the group of converters to857

dementia (n = 14) than that of non-converters (n = 17)858

[95]. Another recent longitudinal rsfMRI study (base-859

line and 35 month follow up) in aMCI patients860

evaluated genotype-by-diagnosis interaction effects861

[23, 97]. Using seed-based rsfMRI analyses on the862

hippocampus, the Authors detected functional cor-863

tical connectivity reductions in APOE �4 carriers864

and functional cortical connectivity increases in non-865

carriers. In the light of those findings, the present866

results should not be interpreted as an indication that867

rsfMRI functional biomarkers of prodromal AD are868

limited to DMN nodes. It is reasonable that functional869

connectivity within the episodic memory brain net-870

works including prefrontal, entorhinal regions, and871

hippocampus may represent another sensitive dimen-872

sion in prodromal AD.873

Concerning rsEEG biomarkers, the “positive” (i.e.,874

prodromal AD) aMCI subgroup was characterized875

by increasing limbic source activity of theta rhythms876

over time. The effect was evident across the serial877

recordings and robust effects were evident for the 878

progression of prodromal AD in periods of about 12 879

months. Taking into account the relatively low spatial 880

resolution of the EEG techniques used in the present 881

study (i.e., they cannot disentangle the various lim- 882

bic regions of cortical midline and medial temporal 883

lobe), this finding suggests a limbic localization of 884

prodromal AD processes affecting the generation of 885

abnormal rsEEG rhythms during the disease progres- 886

sion in aMCI patients. This topographical suggestion 887

is in line with the well-known localization of ini- 888

tial AD physiopathological processes in entorhinal 889

regions, medial temporal lobe, and midline regions 890

of DMN. Furthermore, it provides a neuroanatomi- 891

cal framework to previous rsEEG evidence showing 892

that AD patients with dementia are characterized by 893

high power in widespread scalp regions of delta and 894

theta rhythms, as well as low power in posterior alpha 895

and/or beta (13–20 Hz) rhythms [27, 28, 32, 98, 99]. 896

What do rsfMRI and EEG topographic 897

biomarkers tell us about prodromal AD? 898

The rsfMRI findings of the present study support 899

the general view that at least for two years, pro- 900

dromal AD is associated with a partial functional 901

cortical disconnection within DMN nodes in the rest- 902

ing state condition. It can be speculated that this 903

functional disconnection might induce an abnormal 904

elaboration of information about self-body milieu and 905

autobiographical memory, thus affecting the sense 906

of self-awareness and continuity of self across time 907

[6, 77] (for theories and controversies about the neural 908

basis of consciousness see [101]). This speculation is 909

based on the well-known concept that midline corti- 910

cal nodes of DMN such as PCC and MPF contribute 911

to the integration of the general functions related to 912

the sense of self-awareness [102, 103]. In this line 913

of reasoning, PCC might represent information con- 914

cerning individual’s own self-beliefs and first-person 915

perspective in adults [104]. Furthermore, structural 916

maturation of the neural connectivity between PCC 917

and MPF in the adolescence accompanies the devel- 918

opment of self-related and social-cognitive functions 919

[105]. Moreover, previous evidence has shown that 920

posterior parietal regions of DMN might contribute 921

to the formation of self-related cognitive represen- 922

tation as a convergence zone binding cortical neural 923

populations involved in the memorization of inter- 924

modal details of episodic events concerning the 925

self [106]. Patients with lesions in those parietal 926

regions manifest difficulties in re-experiencing a past 927
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autobiographic event when request by experimenters928

[107]. This speculation encourages the inclusion of929

cognitive tests probing the richness of the autobio-930

graphic memories and self-awareness in prodromal931

AD patients over time and the analysis with Linear932

Mixed Models of the correlation between rsfMRI933

topographic biomarkers of DMN and the perfor-934

mance to those tests.935

The rsEEG findings of the present study enlight-936

ened neurophysiological mechanisms characterizing937

prodromal AD patients compared to control aMCI938

patients. Based on those findings and prior knowledge939

on the role of thalamocortical loops in the generation940

of rsEEG rhythms in humans, it can be speculated941

that in quiet wakefulness, the abnormal delta and942

theta source activity in prodromal AD is due to an943

abnormal interaction between thalamic and cortical944

pyramidal neural populations, associated with a loss945

of functional connectivity and a sort of functional946

isolation of parietal, temporal, and occipital cortical947

modules [108–110]. It can be also speculated that948

the alteration of this neurophysiological mechanism949

is responsible for the reduced parietal and poste-950

rior cingulate source activity of auditory “oddball”951

P3b peak in prodromal AD patients enrolled in the952

present study. Indeed, P3b peak is mostly an expres-953

sion of cognitive event-related oscillatory response954

of thalamocortical circuits oscillating at delta and955

theta frequencies. In this line, previous studies have956

shown that delta event-related impulse oscillations957

in response to visual and auditory “oddball” stim-958

uli were attenuated in amplitude in AD patients with959

dementia compared with control seniors (see for a960

review [111]). In AD patients with dementia, an961

abnormal thalamocortical interaction might be due962

to a cortical blood hypoperfusion and synaptic dys-963

function [83, 112–119]. Another cause of such an964

abnormal thalamocortical interaction might be an965

impairment of the cortical gray matter especially in966

the posterior regions [29, 39, 120–126], as well as a967

lesion in the brain white matter connecting cerebral968

cortex [2, 23].969

Another interesting finding of the present study970

is the characterization of prodromal AD patients by971

widespread cortical alpha sources estimated in the972

resting state condition in the wakefulness. A tentative973

neurophysiological explanation of that finding can be974

based on the insightful research in cats and mice per-975

formed by the group of Dr. Crunelli at the Cardiff976

University. Based on their research, it can be spec-977

ulated that the reduction of cortical alpha sources in978

prodromal AD patients over aMCI control patients979

might denote a progressive alteration in the inter- 980

play of thalamocortical high-threshold, GABAergic 981

(interneurons), thalamocortical relay-mode, and cor- 982

tical pyramidal neurons that constitute the complex 983

network regulating the cortical arousal and vigilance 984

in quiet wakefulness in mammalians [107–109]. 985

In physiological conditions, Dr. Crunelli’s group 986

demonstrated that in wakefulness, glutamatergic and 987

cholinergic signaling to those neurons enhances the 988

generation of thalamocortical and cortical alpha 989

rhythms and produces cycles of excitation and inhibi- 990

tion in thalamic and cortical neurons that might frame 991

perceptual events in discrete snapshots of approxi- 992

mately 70–100 ms during vigilance [107–109]. 993

What is the added value of the present rsfMRI and 994

EEG readouts with reference to the new diagnostic 995

guidelines for research published by the Interna- 996

tional Working Group-2 [1] and NIA-AA Working 997

Group [66]? Summarizing, those guidelines stated 998

that AD can be recognized in vivo by both abnor- 999

mal “A” biomarkers of A� and “T” biomarkers of 1000

phospho tau in the brain, derived from PET or CSF 1001

techniques. Furthermore, the new NIA-AA Working 1002

Group [66] proposed that early “AD neuropatho- 1003

logic changes” can be revealed in vivo by abnormal 1004

“A” biomarkers of A� and normal “T” biomarkers. 1005

Finally, both International Working Group-2 [1] and 1006

NIA-AA Working Group [66] encouraged the char- 1007

acterization of AD subject’s brain integrity by “N” 1008

biomarkers of neurodegeneration derived from CSF 1009

(e.g., T-tau), FDG-PET (e.g., hypometabolism), and 1010

structural MRI (e.g., atrophy) techniques. In the Phar- 1011

maCog project, we followed those guidelines for the 1012

diagnosis of the prodromal AD in aMCI patients. As 1013

a novelty, here we propose that the present rsfMRI 1014

and rsEEG readouts changing over time (e.g., 24 1015

months) in prodromal AD patients may be used to 1016

characterize and monitor the effect of the disease 1017

on their brain functions, thus enriching the picture 1018

disclosed by the guideline biomarkers. Specifically, 1019

these readouts may complement “N” biomarkers in 1020

future longitudinal clinical studies, revealing effects 1021

of the prodromal AD progression and new anti-AD 1022

drugs on brain functional connectivity with high spa- 1023

tial resolution (i.e., probing fine spatial features of 1024

the functional brain topography) and neural synchro- 1025

nization processes with high temporal resolution (i.e., 1026

probing multiple oscillatory features of that syn- 1027

chronization facilitating or inhibiting neural signal 1028

processing), respectively. Relative neurophysiologi- 1029

cal insights may better explain clinical manifestations 1030

of the disease and therapy response beyond diagnostic 1031
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and prognostic purposes. Of note, the present article1032

appears in an editorial Mini Forum of the Journal1033

of Alzheimer’s Disease together with other articles1034

derived from the same PharmaCog clinical trial. One1035

of these articles reports results of systematic statis-1036

tical comparisons among structural and functional1037

MRI, rsEEG/ERP, and blood biomarkers in prodro-1038

mal AD patients.1039

CONCLUSIONS1040

In the PharmaCog project, auditory “oddball”1041

ERPs, rsEEG, and rsfMRI functional biomarkers1042

were tested in aMCI patients to characterize prodro-1043

mal AD. The prodromal AD in patients with aMCI1044

was established based on abnormal CSF levels of1045

amyloid and P-tau measured at baseline. To take into1046

account the confounding effect of different disease1047

stages and cognitive grades, we used 5 serial record-1048

ing sessions over 2 years, controlling of cognitive1049

grade using a control group of aMCI patients sup-1050

posed not due to AD. Functional biomarkers were1051

able to detect significant Group effects stable over1052

time in the prodromal AD patients compared with1053

the control aMCI subgroup: 1) reduced rsfMRI func-1054

tional connectivity in the DMN and in the PCC node;1055

2) increased rsEEG source activity at delta (<4 Hz)1056

and theta (4–8 Hz) rhythms and decreased source1057

activity at alpha (8–10.5 Hz) rhythms; and 3) reduced1058

parietal and posterior cingulate source activities of1059

P3b peak of ERPs. Functional biomarkers were also1060

able to show Time × Group effects, giving differen-1061

tial progression profiles over time in the prodromal1062

AD subgroup relative to the control aMCI subgroup:1063

1) increased rsfMRI functional connectivity in the1064

LPC node of the DMN and 2) increased limbic source1065

activity at theta rhythms. Topographical biomarkers1066

may have different sensitivity at different phases of1067

the disease [1, 127]. At the present stage, we do1068

not know the neuropathological correlates explain-1069

ing why some rsfMRI and EEG biomarkers were1070

found to be sensitive to Group effects and others to1071

Group × Time effects over 24 months. Future stud-1072

ies correlating those biomarkers with PET maps of1073

A�1–42 and P-tau accumulation in the brain may1074

enlighten such an explanation. The effects observed1075

in this study may be related to the progression of1076

the neurodegeneration shown by 1) FDG-PET maps1077

of hypometabolism in parietal and medial temporal1078

cortical areas, 2) atrophy of hippocampus, entorhi-1079

nal, and temporal neocortex, and 3) biomarkers of tau1080

aggregation in the brain as revealed by CSF samples 1081

and PET maps. 1082

The present findings represent the first longi- 1083

tudinal characterization of functional topographic 1084

biomarkers of prodromal AD. If cross-validated, 1085

these findings may be used for the stratification and 1086

monitoring of the effects of disease-modifying drugs 1087

in aMCI patients suffering from AD. Indeed, topo- 1088

graphic biomarkers of brain function as those derived 1089

from rsfMRI and EEG (or the magnetoencephalo- 1090

graphic counterpart) may be more likely to respond 1091

to an effective disease-modifying intervention rela- 1092

tive to structural neuroimaging atrophy markers (e.g., 1093

cortical or hippocampus atrophy) or topographic 1094

biomarkers of brain hypometabolism (e.g., those 1095

measured by FDG-PET), which may only partially 1096

recover as they are markedly dependent on neurode- 1097

generation [1]. 1098
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